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The expanse book 1 synopsis

This article is about a novel. For season-ending TV episodes adapted from this novel, see Spread (TV Series). Leviathan Wake First Edition Author James S. A. Cory Cover Artist Daniel Dosiu Country U.S. Language English Series Expanse Genre Science Fiction June 15, 2011 PublisherOrbit BooksMedia Type print audiobook ebook
Pages577Awards 2012 Hugo Award for Best Novel (Nominated) 2012 Rocks Award for Best Science Fiction Novel (Nominated) ISBN978-0-316-12908-4 Caliban's War followed by Caliban's War Leviathan Wakes (2) 2012), Abaddon Gate (2013), Cibola Byrne (2014), Nemesis Games (2015), Babylon's Ashes (2016), It is the first book in
a spreading series, followed by Persepolis Rising (2017) and Tiamat Laas (2019). Leviathan Wakes was nominated for the 2012 Hugo Award for Best Novel and the 2012 Locus Award for Science Fiction Novels. [1] The novel was televised in 2015 as the first half season of Syfy's Spread. Leviathan Wakes' setting is set in a future where
humanity colonized much of the solar system. The U.N.-governed Earth and The Martian Parliamentary Republic maintain an uneasy military alliance to function as competing superpowers and exercise dual supremacy over the people of the asteroid belt known as the Bellter. Bellter, who who tends to have thin, elongated bodies due to
low gravity environments, does rigorous blue-collar work that provides essential natural resources for the system, but is largely marginalized by the rest of the solar system. The Outer Planet Alliance (OPA), a loosely allied network of extremist organizations, is trying to fight belt exploitation at the hands of the Inners, who have branded the
OPA a terrorist organization. The story is told from the perspective of Bellter detectives Joe Miller and Arthur Jim Holden. Plot summary The ice carrier Canterbury (nicknamed Kant of The Bellters) is en route from Saturn's ring to Ceres station when it encounters a distress signal. Executive Officer James Jim Holden, a former officer in the
United Nations Navy (UNN), will be dispatched to the shuttle to investigate. Chief Engineer Naomi Nagata and Bellter. Pilot Alex Kamal, Mars Navy (MCRN) veteran; engineer Amos Burton; and Medic Shed Gervais. They discover an abandoned transport ship called Skopuri. They can't find any trace of the ship's crew, but they discover
beacons that send distress signals. Doubting the possibility that the ship is a trap set by pirates, they take a beacon and begin to return to Kant. Before they make it, an unknown stealth warship arrives and, without warning, destroys Kant with nuclear weapons. Holden sends an angry message to the attack ship, which ignores him and
departs. - Based on the ship and discovery of advanced technologyBeacons from Skopri are of Mars origin, and survivors suspect MCRN is behind the attack. With the shuttle damaged by a field of dirt, lacking the fuel and supplies needed to reach the port, and fearing the attackers could return, Holden wants to deny Mars' attempts to
broadcast messages involved in Kant's destruction throughout the system and kill them as part of a cover-up. In response, the shuttle was ordered to rendezvous with the MCRN battleship Donagher, the flagship of Mars' Jupiter fleet. Along the way, they will provide his support and receive a message from Tycho Station, engineering
outpost and construction platform chief Fred Johnson. Johnson was a highly decorated commander at the UNN, but he was ordered to brutally crush the Bellter uprising, nicknamed the Butcher of Anderson Station. Suffering from guilt, he resigned from his committee and had become a champion of the rights of the Bellters. As the shuttle
heads to the rendezvous, it is pursued by a group of unknown ships. At Ceres station, Bellter Detective Josephs Joe Miller of Star Helix Security, the earth-based private security firm responsible for policing the station, finds Julie Mao, daughter of wealthy tycoon Jules Pierre Mao, and has a contract to send him back to Luna's family
against her will. When Holden's message arrives at Ceres, a riot erupts, and Miller discovers that the station's riot gear is missing. Aboard Donagher, the ship's captain denies any knowledge of mcrn's involvement in the attack on Canterbury and instead suspects that more than one of the survivors from the shuttle bombed Kant as an
OPA terrorist act. The unknown ship, which was pursuing a shuttle, ignores warnings to change course and is fired by Donager. To the surprise of the Martian crew, it has been revealed that the ship is the same stealth ship that returned fire and attacked Kant. Despite the fact that Donagher is one of the most advanced and deadly
warships in the solar system, it is steadily overwhelmed by mysterious enemy ships and eventually on board. During the battle, a railgun round penetrates the hull and decapitses Gervais. Recognizing that kant survivors are the target of attacks, Donagher's marine corps team needs to evacuate them. All Mars Marines are killed in the
process, but the surviving crew of four Kants can escape aboard the light frigate Tati just before Donagher is cut off. Still don't know who is trying to kill them, they decided to go to Tycho station. There, Kant survivors share what they see with Fred Johnson, who reveals he is an influential member of the OPA. They receive tati's new
transponder code from Fred, disguise the ship as a gas carrier and rename Rosinante. Fred sent Rosi (her crew as her nickname) to Eros station,An operative who works under the pseudonym Lionel Polanski. In Ceres, Miller noticed an exodus of criminals from the station. He also discovered that Julie Mao's father had warned her of an
attack on the belt just two weeks before Kant's destruction. He then confronts Anderson Dawes, the leader of the OPA's Ceres chapter, who reports that Julie Mao joined the OPA and disappeared while carrying out important duties for them aboard the Scopri. Dawes warns Miller not to investigate the matter further. Miller presents this
information to his boss, Captain Shadidi, who also instructs him to drop the case. However, Miller realizes he is obsessed with Julie, and when he persists, he is fired by Shadid, who is revealed to be conspiring with Dawes. However, Miller can access the docking logs of all ports in the belt that he had been granted access to before his
termination. Recognizing that Skopri is the same ship mentioned in the Holden broadcast, he can identify Rosinante as an ex-Tati from its registry information and he departs for Eros. In Eros, Miller finds Rosi's crew at a hotel where Lionel Polanski is listed as a guest. In Polanski's room, he finds Julie Mao's body covered in strange
organic growths. On her phone, Miller finds a log detailing the progress of her suffering, believed to be fueled by exposure to energy and radiation, and the coordinates of the asteroid on which one of the ships that attacked Kant is docked. Before they leave the station, a radiation alert is declared and station security guards begin crowding
people into radiation shelters. Miller recognizes some of the guards as Criminals of Ceres wearing missing Star Helix riot gear. He and Holden will remain behind for investigation while the rest of the crew is sent back to Rosi. They found that people in shelters were exposed to very high levels of radiation, given with unknown substances.
They are on their way to the dock and are aware that people in the shelter were infected with the same organism as Julie and that radiation was used to feed its rapid growth. They witness an infected person attack security forces and spread the infection to those who were able to avoid the radiation chamber. Escape Eros just as they are
overrun. Fred contacts Holden, and an analysis of a data chip belonging to one of the dead Marines from Donagher reveals that a mysterious stealth ship was built on Luna. Holden will make another public broadcast sharing this information, hoping to ease tensions created by his previous involvement in the MCRN. But the strategy
backfired and the UN launched a pre-emptive strike against mcrn by destroying The Daymos, the site of a military site on Mars, for fear they would be blamed for the attack on Donagher, resulting in a stand-off between the twoMiller and Rosi's crew follow coordinates from Julie's cellphone to find one of the abandoned stealth ships called
Anubis. In the reactor room, they discovered that the same organic growths that were in Julie Mao's body consumed all the remaining crew members of Anubis and Skopri, where they were held captive. They find a video explaining that the organism, a biological replication mechanism created by solar system aliens and placed on
Phoebe, was launched into the solar system with the intention of reaching Earth to create something and taking over the early biosphere, but captured by Saturn's orbit and saving Earth. Protogen, who discovered the entity in Phoebe and called it a protomolecular, tried to adjust the release of Eros as an experiment to find out what it was
designed to do. They were launching a false flag attack on Kant to start a war that would divert the solar system from what was happening in Eros. Rosi's crew nooks Anubis and returns to Tico station, where they discover that data is being sent from Eros to a secret protogen facility. They attack the station, Rosi destroys two stealth ships
defending it, and Miller and Fred lead a boarding party consisting of Fred's OPA soldiers capable of capturing it. Chief scientist Anthony Dresden reveals that all scientists at the station have been modified to remove ethical restraints so that they can conduct research emotionally without empathy for Eros' victims. He emphasizes the
importance of understanding protomolecules not only because of their raw scientific value, but also to protect against the clear threat presented by the aliens who created them. Recognizing that Dresden's rationale is likely to be accepted by forces on Earth and on Mars, his gruesome research is allowed to continue, and Miller shoots
Dresden without warning, angering Holden. He was going to get away with it, Miller explained later, and he was talking us into it. Everything about getting a star and protecting himself from what he shot on Earth? Maybe things were too big to be right and wrong. Back in Tico, Miller and Fred come up with a plan to destroy Eros to prevent
anyone else from trying to get samples of primitive molecules. They are going to command Tico's main project, the giant Mormon generation ship Nauvoo, crashing into Eros at the right speed and angle and pushing it into the sun. Then he stayed behind and made up his way to death when they went off. Just before Nauboo influences the
station, Eros' trajectory inexplicably changes. Protomolecules have advanced methods of spaceflight that can deny g-forces and inertia.It then departs for Earth, the solar system's largest source of biomass, at a rate at which artificial ships do not match. The mirror will take one of the bombs to the station to try to destroy its maneuvering
ability. But hearing the voice of the communication system, he notices that Eros is led by Julie Mao, who believes she is steering the pinnacle of her race. He discovers that her infected body is a host in a parasitic relationship with primitive molecules. He can persuade her to direct Eros away from the earth. The station collides with the
surface of Venus, and primitive molecules begin to assemble new and unknown structures. Spacecraft Guy Molinari Guy Molinari expressed surprise that the fictional outer space cargo ship Guy Molinari was named after the NYC Staten Island Guy V Molinari ferry in 2012. Leviathan Wakes' reception-critical reception was positive,[4][5]
and the Kirkus Review praised the novel [the book's action sequence] was highlighted by SF Signal[7], and Tor.com wrote that the book had a satisfactory volume completion[8] Locus Online also praised the book. Wired.com s GeekDad praised the novel for not containing overly complex descriptions of the way governments and
corporations work or made-up words and cryptic names. Sequel Details: Leviathan Wakes was followed by the 2012 novel The War of Calibans and the Gates of Abaddon in 2013 [in 2012 it was announced that Orbit Books had ordered three more books for an extended series, in addition to five novels set in the same universe. The first
of these sequels was announced as Cibola Byrne[12] in September 2013 and released on Hardchark, Kindle, and Audible in the US on June 17, 2014. [13] TV Series Reference: Spread (TV Series) On April 11, 2014, Syfy announced that they had ordered a TV series based on the Spread book, especially the first book, a series of
Leviathan Awakenings. The cable network ordered 10 episodes generated by Alcon TELEVISION Group (ATG). Academy Award-nominated screenwing duo Mark Fergus and Hawk Ostbee , known for the film Children of Men and Iron Men, wrote the pilot. They needed to continue working as executive producers, not just as writers. The
series was updated for a second season in May 2015, ahead of première in December 2015, and has received rave reviews. The show was renewed for a third season. [17] Syfy canceled The Expanse during its third season, shortly after Amazon announced it would pick up Expanse and produce a fourth season. The show was later
renewed for a fifth season. See ^ 2012 Hugo Awards. Hugo Award. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ 2012 Locus Award Winners Announced. Tor.com Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ 384 Leviathan Wakes John M. Annese (August 13, 2012) First staten island ferry, now spaceship? Guy Molinari's name travels far. Staten Island^ Simply
put: Sci-Fi. The Wall Street Journal. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Audiobook Review: LeviathanWake.Audio File Magazine. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Review: LeviathanWake.Kirkus Review.acquired October 21, 2012. ^ Review: Leviathan Wake by James S.A. Corey. SF signal. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Walton, Joe,
More Like This: James S. A. Corley's Leviathan Wakes. Tor.com Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Letton, Russell. Russell Letton Reviews James S.A. Corley, Locus Online. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Kelly, James. Leviathan's Big Sci-Fi Mystery. Wired.com. Acquired on October 21, 2012. ^ Some big news about spread.Acquired
March 29, 2012 danielabraham.com April 30, 2014. ^ Cover Revealed! House of The Widows of Cibola Byrne by James S.A. Corley and Daniel Abraham. SF signal. Acquired on September 6, 2013 and April 30, 2014. ^ Space Opera Night, by Ellen Wright, acquired October 29, 2013, April 14, 2014. ^ Dragon, (April 11, 2014). Spreading -
Syfy orders drama based on Leviathan Wakes. Spoilertv.com. Acquired on May 26, 2014. ^ Spread. Rotten tomatoes. Acquired on December 23, 2015. ^ Spread updated for season 2 by Syfy! Seribull. Acquired on May 15, 2015 and December 23, 2015. ^ Liptak, Andrew (March 16, 2017). The spread has been renewed for the third
season, The Barge ^ Spangler, Todd (January 19, 2019). Amazon will launch 'Spread' Season 1-3 Worldwide ahead of its Season 4 premiere. Variety Media, LLC. It was archived from the original on January 29, 2019. Acquired on March 28, 2019. Amazon picked up the fourth season of Spread after NBCUniversal's Syfy canceled the
show last year. External link Author's blog. The Web site for the series.
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